
 

A uthor Gillian Flynn's Gone Girl has captivated readers since its release in 2012. Much of the book is written in first-person
point of view, with main character Amy Dunne narrating her side of the story. The audiobook is narrated by Rosamund Pike,
who plays Amy Dunne on the big screen. This dual audio recording follows the book's storyline very closely, with some changes
made to fit certain scenes better with narration. The audiobook was released before the movie adaptation of Gone Girl , so
many references to characters and events are foreign to those who have not read it already. The audiobook's first half is told
from the perspective of Amy Dunne, who is later revealed to be the killer. The second half of the book is told from the point of
view of Nick Dunne, Amy's husband, who is suspected of killing his wife. The core plotline stays true throughout both audio
recordings, but each has subplots that differ. For example, the audio recording has an audio CD with bonus tracks around it that
includes pictures and letters written by Amy (which are narrated by Rosamund Pike). It also includes a letter written by Nick
after he first discovers Amy's body. These additions help paint a more vivid picture for those who haven't read Gone Girl
already. Overall, the audio book and the movie stay true to the book and give a great listening experience. Gone Girl is a great
story and both versions of the audio recording are fantastic ways to experience it. For more information on audio books, check
out our blog post here:  http://hellywoodmovie.blogspot.com/2014/09/the-art-of-gillian-flynn-gone-girl. html Join the
discussion: http://hellywoodmovie.blogspot.com/2014/09/the-art-of-gillian-flynn-gone-girl. html Title:Gone Girl 2014 2014
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